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Abstract

Entity disambiguation (ED) is the last step of
entity linking (EL), when candidate entities
are reranked according to the context they ap-
pear in. All datasets for training and evaluating
models for EL consist of convenience samples,
such as news articles and tweets, that prop-
agate the prior probability bias of the entity
distribution towards more frequently occurring
entities. It was previously shown that perfor-
mance of EL systems on such datasets is over-
estimated, since it is possible to obtain higher
accuracy scores by merely learning the prior.
To provide a more adequate evaluation bench-
mark, we introduce the ShadowLink dataset,
which includes 16K short text snippets anno-
tated with entity mentions. We evaluate and
report the performance of several popular EL
systems on the ShadowLink benchmark. The
results show a considerable difference in ac-
curacy between common and uncommon am-
biguous entities that require disambiguation,
for all of the EL systems under evaluation,
demonstrating the effects of prior probability
bias and entity overshadowing.

1 Introduction

The task of entity linking (EL) refers to finding
named entity mentions in unstructured documents
and matching them with the corresponding entries
in a structured knowledge graph (Milne and Wit-
ten, 2008; Oliveira et al., 2021). This matching is
usually done using the surface form of an entity,
which is a text label assigned to an entity in the
knowledge graph (van Hulst et al., 2020). Some
mentions may have several possible matches: for
example, “Michael Jordan” may refer either to a
well-known scientist or the basketball player, since
they share the same surface form. Such mentions
are ambiguous and require an additional step of
entity disambiguation (ED), which is conditioned
on the context in which the mentions appear in the
text, to be linked correctly. Following van Erp and

Groth (2020) we refer to a set of entities that share
the same surface form as an entity space.

(a) “Michael Jordan” (scientist) is overshadowed by “Michael
Jordan” (basketball player).

(b) Even with more relevant context, overshadowing persists.

Figure 1: An example of entity overshadowing. The
correct entity is ranked lower by the EL systems (indi-
cated in blue) than the more common one.

To decide which of the possible matches is the
correct one, an ED algorithm typically relies on:
(1) contextual similarity, which is derived from
the document in which the mention appears, in-
dicating the relatedness of the candidate entity to
the document content, and (2) entity importance,
which is the prior probability of encountering the
candidate entity irrespective of the document con-
tent, indicating its commonness (Milne and Witten,
2008; Ferragina and Scaiella, 2012; van Hulst et al.,
2020).

The standard datasets currently used for train-
ing and evaluating ED models, such as AIDA-
CoNLL (Hoffart et al., 2011) and WikiDis-
amb30 (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2012), are collected
by randomly sampling from common data sources,
such as news articles and tweets. Therefore, they
are expected to mirror the probability distribution
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with which the entities occur, thereby favouring
more frequent entities (head entities) (Ilievski et al.,
2018). From these considerations, we conjecture
that the performance of existing EL algorithms on
the ED task is overestimated. We set out to ex-
plore this effect in more detail by introducing a
new dataset for ED evaluation, in which the entity
distribution differs from the one typically used for
training ED algorithms.

We perform a systematic study focusing on a
particular phenomenon we refer to as entity over-
shadowing. Specifically, we define an entity e1
as overshadowing an entity e2 if two conditions
are met: (1) e1 and e2 belong to the same entity
space S, i.e., share the same surface form and,
therefore, can be confused with each other out-
side of the local context; (2) e1 is more common
than e2 in some corresponding background corpus
(e.g. the Web), i.e., it has a higher prior probability
P (e1) > P (e2).

For example, e1 = “Michael Jordan” (basket-
ball player) overshadows e2 = “Michael Jordan”
(scientist) because P (e1) > P (e2) in a typical
dataset sampled from the Web. We use an unam-
biguous text sample that contains this mention to
evaluate three popular state-of-the-art EL systems,
GENRE (De Cao et al., 2020), REL (van Hulst
et al., 2020), and WAT (Piccinno and Ferragina,
2014), and empirically verify that the overshad-
owing effect that we hypothesized, indeed, takes
place (see Fig. 1a). Even when more information
is added to the local context, including the directly
related entities that were correctly recognised by
the system (“machine learning”), the ED compo-
nents still fail to recognise the overshadowed entity
(see Fig. 1b).

The concept of overshadowed entities introduced
in this paper is related to long-tail entities (Ilievski
et al., 2018). However, these two concepts are dis-
tinct: a long-tail entity may be unambiguous and
therefore not overshadowed, while an overshad-
owed entity may still be too popular to be consid-
ered a long-tail one.

To systematically evaluate the phenomenon of
entity overshadowing that we have identified, we
introduce a new dataset, called ShadowLink. Shad-
owLink contains groups of entities that belong to
the same entity space. Following van Erp and Groth
(2020), we use Wikipedia disambiguation pages to
collect entity spaces. Disambiguation pages group
entities that often share the same surface form and

may be confused with each other. We then follow
the links in the Wikipedia disambiguation pages
to the individual (entity) Wikipedia pages to ex-
tract text snippets in which each of the ambiguous
entities occur.

Note that we do not extract the text from these
Wikipedia pages directly, since pre-trained lan-
guage models such as BERT (typically used in
state-of-the-art ED systems) also use Wikipedia as
a training corpus, and can learn certain biases as
well. Instead, we parse external web pages that
are often linked at the end of a Wikipedia page as
references. This data collection approach helps us
to minimise the possible overlap between the test
and training corpus.

Thereby, every entity in ShadowLink is anno-
tated with a link to at least one web page in which
the entity is mentioned. We then proceed to extract
all text snippets in which the corresponding entity
mention appears on the page. An extracted text
snippet typically consists of the sentence in which
the mention occurs.

Next, we use ShadowLink to answer the follow-
ing research questions:

RQ1: How well can existing ED systems recog-
nise overshadowed entities?

RQ2: How does performance on overshadowed
entities compare to long-tail entities?

RQ3: Are ED predictions biased and how can
we measure this bias?

Our contribution is twofold: (1) a new dataset
for evaluating entity disambiguation performance
of EL systems specifically focused on overshad-
owed entities, and (2) an evaluation of current
state-of-the-art algorithms on this dataset, which
empirically demonstrates that we correctly identi-
fied the type of samples that remain challenging
and provide an important direction for future work.

2 The ShadowLink Dataset

This section describes the ShadowLink dataset: its
construction process, structure, and statistics.

2.1 Dataset construction

The process of dataset construction consists of 3
steps: (1) collecting entities, (2) retrieving context
examples for each entity, and (3) filtering the data
based on the validity requirements detailed below.

Collecting entities. Similar to van Erp and
Groth (2020), we use Wikipedia disambiguation
pages to represent entity spaces. We retrieve a set
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Figure 2: Structure of the ShadowLink dataset

of all Wikipedia disambiguation pages and filter it
on the following criteria:

(1) For each disambiguation page (DP), we only
include candidate entity pages with names
containing the title of the DP as a substring.
This step is required to exclude synonyms and
redirects.

(2) If at least two candidate pages for the same
DP match the criterion described above, then
the DP and all its matching candidates are
included as a new entity space.

During the first stage of the data collection, 170K
out of 316.5K Wikipedia disambiguation pages
matched the filtering criteria described above.

Filtering pages by year. To make sure that all
pre-trained EL systems we evaluate in our experi-
ments can potentially recognise all of the entities
in the dataset, we also exclude pages that are more
recent than the Wikipedia dumps used by these sys-
tems during training. The oldest dump used by a
system in our experiments was the 2016 Wikipedia
dump over which TagMe was trained, i.e we ex-
cluded all the pages that were created after 2016.

Collecting context examples. To retrieve con-
text examples for each entity, we follow the exter-
nal links extracted from the references section of
the corresponding Wikipedia page and parse them
to extract the text snippets which contain the entity
mention. Then, every target entity mention is re-
placed with its corresponding entity space name,
yielding an ambiguous entity mention. For exam-
ple, if we have entities "John Smith" and "Paul
Smith" that both belong to the entity space "Smith",
then the mentions of both names will be replaced
with "Smith". Looking for an entity name and
replacing it with the corresponding entity space
name (instead of looking for the entity space name
in the first place) allowed us to make sure that the

text snippets refer to the correct entity. Using this
method, however, significantly reduced the number
of retrieved snippets, as many of the entity men-
tions in natural texts do not include the full titles of
the entities.

To extract the text snippets, we used a sim-
ple greedy algorithm that starts with the mention
boundaries and tries to include more text, expand-
ing the boundaries to the left and to the right, until it
either covers one sentence on each side, or reaches
the end (or beginning) of the document text. Our
decision was to use relatively short spans similar
to other popular ED benchmarks: WikiDisamb30
(Ferragina and Scaiella, 2012) and KORE50 (Hof-
fart et al., 2011). Our manual evaluation confirmed
that these spans provide sufficient context for en-
tity disambiguation. We also release the full-text
of all web pages as part of our dataset, making
the context of different lengths available for future
experiments.

Commonness score. We estimate the common-
ness (popularity) of an entity as the number of links
pointing to the entity page from other Wikipedia
pages, that is, the in-degree of the entity page in
the web graph of Wikipedia hyperlinks. Intuitively,
this is proportional to the probability of encounter-
ing this entity when sampling a page at random. To
obtain this metric for all the entities in the dataset,
we use the Backlinks MediaWiki API1.

Quality assurance. We conduct manual evalua-
tion to assess the quality of the dataset and provide
the upper bound performance for the ED task. The
details of the setup and the results are discussed in
Section 3.

2.2 Dataset structure and statistics

The ShadowLink dataset consists of 4 subsets: Top,
Shadow, Neutral and Tail. The Top, Shadow and
Neutral subsets are linked to each other through the
shared entity spaces. On the other hand, the Tail
subset, which contains (typically unambiguous)
long-tail entities, is not connected to the other three
through the same entity spaces. Nevertheless, it is
collected in a similar way as the other three subsets.

Top and Shadow subsets. The structure of the
Top and Shadow subsets is shown in Figure 2. Ev-
ery entity e belongs to an entity space Sm, derived
from the Wikipedia disambiguation pages, where
m is an ambigous mention that may refer to any of

1https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:
Backlinks

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Backlinks
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Backlinks
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the entities in Sm. Every Sm contains at least two
entities: one etop and one or more eshadow entities.
Every entity e ∈ Sm is annotated with a link to
the corresponding Wikipedia page and provided
with context examples. A context example is a text
snippet extracted from one of the external pages
which contains the mention m , with a length of 25
words on average.

Neutral subset. To quantify the strength of the
prior of each ED system, we synthetically generate
data points for which the context around an entity
mention is not useful for disambiguating that men-
tion. To do that we use 7 hand-crafted templates.
An example of such a template is the following:
"It was the scarcity that fueled our creativity. This
reminded me of m today." For each entity space,
we generated 7 random contexts.

Tail subset. To evaluate the performance of ED
systems on long-tail but typically not overshad-
owed entities, we collect an additional set of enti-
ties by randomly sampling Wikipedia pages that
have a low commonness score (<= 56 backlinks)2.

Context examples for these pages were collected
in the same manner as described above. The result-
ing dataset matches the size and structure of other
ShadowLink subsets, containing 904 entities.

The sampling process used to collect this sub-
set follows the existing definition of long-tail en-
tities(Ilievski et al., 2018), and is controlled for
popularity but not for ambiguity. The Tail subset
serves as a control group for the experiments con-
ducted in our study, showing that the concept of
entity overshadowing differs from the previously
studied long-tail entity phenomena.

ShadowLink statistics. The dataset statistics
across all the subsets are summarised in Table 1.
Note that the Top, Shadow and Neutral subsets are
grouped around the same entity spaces, while the
Tail subset is constructed by sampling the same
number of non-ambiguous entities. Every entity
space contains at least 2 entities, with the mean
number of entities per space being 2.63, median 2,
and maximum 10. Figure 3 shows the distribution
of commonness in the three subsets: Top, Shadow
and Tail.

For the experiments we used a smaller subset
of ShadowLink, with only one randomly selected
shadow entity per entity space and one text snippet
per entity. Thus, every subset contained 904 enti-

2This threshold is equal to the median number of backlinks
in the Shadow subset.

Figure 3: Distribution of the commonness score on the
three subsets of ShadowLink.

ties, with the total size of 9K text snippets. The rest
of the data is left out as a training set and can be
used in future experiments.

3 Manual Evaluation

We perform manual evaluation of a random sam-
ple from ShadowLink to assess its quality, with the
goal of ensuring that the extracted text snippets pro-
vide context sufficient for disambiguation. Human
performance also sets the skyline for automated
approaches on this dataset. In the following sub-
sections, we describe the evaluation setup and the
results of the manual evaluation.

3.1 Manual evaluation setup

We conduct a manual evaluation to assess the qual-
ity of the dataset and evaluate how well human
annotators can disambiguate overshadowed enti-
ties. A sample of 91 randomly selected dataset
entries was presented to two annotators, who ex-
amined the entries independently. For each entry,
the annotators were presented with a text snippet
containing an ambiguous entity mention m, and
two entities, Top and Shadow, from the same en-
tity space Sm, where one of the two entities was
the correct answer. The annotators were instructed
to either indicate the correct entity or mark the
text snippet as ambiguous, which indicates that the
provided context is not sufficient for the disam-
biguation decision to be made. Note, however, that
the commonness scores were not displayed to the
annotators.

3.2 Results of the manual evaluation

We used Cohen’s kappa coefficient to evaluate the
inter-annotator agreement (Bobicev and Sokolova,
2017) on all entries reviewed by the annotators.
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Subset # Entity Spaces # Entities # Text Snippets Avg. # Words Avg. # Sentences
Top 904 904 2K 29.25 1.11
Shadow 904 1.5K 6K 28.97 1.11
Neutral 904 - 6K 14.83 1.87
Tail - 904 2K 28.94 1.10

Table 1: Datasets statistics across all the subsets of ShadowLink. The average number of words and sentences
were calculated per text snippet extracted from the corresponding web page.

Shadow Top

P = R = F P = R = F
Annotator 1 0.973 0.973
Annotator 2 0.950 0.919
Average 0.963 0.946

Table 2: Results of the manual annotations.

The value of the coefficient is 0.845, indicative of
strong agreement. Next, we discarded the samples
labelled as ambiguous by at least one of the anno-
tators. The resulting dataset included 77 entries
out of 91, which shows that 85% of the context
examples were sufficient for making ED decisions.
These unambiguous entries were split into two sub-
sets, resulting in the 37 top-entities and 40 shadow-
entities. We then discarded 3 randomly selected
shadow-entities to achieve the same size of the two
subsets, and used these subsets to evaluate the per-
formance of manual ED for the top- and shadow-
entities separately. The averaged F-score of the
two annotators is 0.95 on the top-entities and 0.96
on the shadow-entities. The detailed results of the
evaluation are shown in Table 2.

The results of manual evaluation show that (1) a
majority of samples (85%) in ShadowLink are suit-
able for ED evaluation, i.e., automatically extracted
snippets provide sufficient context for correct dis-
ambiguation; (2) human annotators can correctly
disambiguate entities regardless of their common-
ness. Therefore, the performance of an automatic
system that only depends on context is only bound
by the 15% of the cases for which the context is
not helpful. This bound can be further elevated if
longer contexts are considered. Experiments on
longer contexts are possible using the ShadowLink
dataset3 but we leave it for future work.

In the next section, we report and analyse the re-
sults produced by state-of-the-art systems on Shad-
owLink.

3We have crawled the full articles, and will be released as
part of the ShadowLink datset.

4 Benchmark Experiments

In this section, we describe the benchmark exper-
iments designed to evaluate the baseline systems’
performance on the ShadowLink dataset. For these
experiments, we created a subset of the original
dataset by sampling only one of the shadow entities
at random to make the number of Top and Shadow
equal. Note that in our task setup the model’s pre-
dictions are not restricted to the top versus shadow
entity binary decision. The model can predict any
entity from the same or different entity space. We
describe the experimental setup in Section 4.1, re-
port the benchmarking results and analyse them in
more detail in Section 4.2.

4.1 Evaluation setup

To answer the first two research questions (RQ1 &
RQ2), we compare the performance of eight entity
linking systems on the ShadowLink dataset. We
used the GERBIL framework (Röder et al., 2018)
for six of the baselines (AGDISTIS/MAG, AIDA,
DBpedia Spotlight, FOX, TagMe 2 and WAT)4

under the D2KB experimental setup5. We also
performed an evaluation with the same setup us-
ing GENRE and REL, two novel state-of-the-art
systems not available in GERBIL. We used micro-
averaged precision, recall and F-score as evaluation
metrics.

To answer the last research question (RQ3), we

4These six systems were the ones available on GERBIL at
the time of our experiments.

5In the D2KB setup, the systems are provided with correct
mention boundaries to evaluate the disambiguation step of
entity linking.
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want to verify whether the baseline systems utilise
context or simply rely on their priors to make the
predictions. To this end, we compare the predic-
tions made on the Top, Shadow and Neutral subsets.
We used the predictions made on the Neutral sub-
set as an indication of priors. That is, for each
entity space, we generate context for the Neutral
subset by using the same 7 random sentences as
templates. The context was generated as neutral,
i.e., it is not useful for the disambiguation task by
design. Therefore, we considered the predictions
for such neutral contexts to exhibit the default pri-
ors of an EL system for the given entity space. We
can then compare these prediction to the predic-
tions on the original examples from the Top and
Shadow subsets. If the entity predicted for non-
neutral context differs from the prediction made
for the neutral context, we consider that the model
updated its default prediction (prior) based on the
local context. We performed this type of analysis
to examine the predictions of the best-performing
systems in our experiments: REL, GENRE, AIDA
and WAT.

4.2 Benchmark Results

This section presents the results of our experiments
and summarizes the answers to the research ques-
tions introduced in Section 1.

RQ1: How well can existing ED systems recog-
nise overshadowed entities?

Table 3 shows the evaluation results across the
subsets of ShadowLink. All systems achieve the
lowest scores on the Shadow subset, with the max-
imum F-score of 0.35 achieved by AIDA. While
REL and GENRE ourperform WAT on several ex-
isting datasets (van Hulst et al., 2020; De Cao et al.,
2020), their results on ShadowLink are consider-
ably lower than the results of WAT. The difference
in the results on Top and Shadow entities indicates
that EL predictions are biased towards more com-
mon entities.

RQ2: How does the performance on overshad-
owed entities compare to long-tail entities?

All systems show the highest precision on the
Tail subset, i.e., they achieve much higher perfor-
mance on the less ambiguous long-tail entities,
compared to both top and overshadowed entities
in ShadowLink. These results indicate that the
main challenge in EL is the combination of ambi-
guity and uncommonness, while uncommon but
non-ambiguous entities are relatively easy to re-

solve.
These findings are also consistent with Ilievski

et al. (2018), who suggest that rare and ambiguous
entities constitute the hardest cases for the EL task.
In this study, we showed that such overshadowed
entities indeed consititute a major challenge for
the state-of-the-art systems and that ShadowLink
provides a suitable benchmark for their evaluation.

Figure 4: The degree of overshadowing (left) and prior
bias (right) for each of the EL systems.

RQ3: Are ED predictions biased and how can
we measure this?

Our experiments show that all systems under
evaluation are often insensitive to the context
change, i.e., the systems are actually unable to ex-
ploit local context for entity disambiguation but
solely rely on their priors learned from the data.
The error analysis results presented in Table 4 indi-
cate that the majority of correct answers on the Top
dataset coincide with the predictions observed on
the Neutral subset. On the Shadow subset, opposite
is the case: most of the errors are due to priors, and
most of the correct predictions differ from them.

Figure 4 shows the number of cases in which
overshadowing occurs for each of the systems, i.e.,
when the model’s prediction remains the same for
both Top and Shadow mentions. We see that this
effect correlates with the number of cases in which
the prediction of the system does not change regard-
less of the context, i.e., also for the Neutral context
the prediction of the system remains the same. This
observation confirms our initial hypothesis about
the phenomena: the more common entities not only
overshadow the less common ones but they are also
used as the default predictions made completely in-
dependent of the given context, which we call the
system priors.

Figure 4 shows that among the four best EL sys-
tems, REL is the most prone to overshadowing and
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Baseline Shadow Top Tail

P R F P R F P R F

AGDISTIS/MAG (Usbeck et al., 2014) 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.79 0.79 0.79
AIDA (Yosef et al., 2011) 0.40 0.31 0.35 0.62 0.50 0.56 0.92 0.53 0.67
DBpedia Spotlight (Mendes et al., 2011) 0.16 0.10 0.12 0.41 0.25 0.31 0.97 0.11 0.19
FOX (Speck and Ngomo, 2014) 0.17 0.07 0.10 0.29 0.14 0.19 0.82 0.35 0.49
TagMe 2 (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2010) 0.34 0.25 0.29 0.69 0.49 0.57 0.95 0.74 0.83
WAT (Piccinno and Ferragina, 2014) 0.40 0.19 0.26 0.72 0.39 0.51 0.95 0.49 0.65
GENRE (De Cao et al., 2020) 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.93 0.93 0.93
REL (van Hulst et al., 2020) 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.91 0.91 0.91

Table 3: Benchmark evaluation results on the ShadowLink subsets.

Top Shadow

pred = prior pred 6= prior
NIL

pred = prior pred 6= prior
NIL

correct wrong correct wrong correct wrong correct wrong
AIDA 15.5 12.9 35.0 28.0 8.6 4.8 20.0 28.2 39.3 7.9
WAT 32.1 11.7 16.4 12.4 27.4 4.2 31.8 20.9 15.6 27.5
GENRE 15.6 32.4 26.7 26.3 0.0 2.2 43.6 23.9 30.3 0.0
REL 32.3 24.8 21.4 21.0 0.6 7.7 50.9 12.9 27.9 0.6

Table 4: Error analysis, which shows the percentage of errors and correct predictions that either coincide
(pred=prior) or differ (pred 6=prior) from the predictions made for the neutral contexts, which we consider as pre-
dictions with the highest prior probability.

prior bias. This also explains its poor performance
on the Shadow subset in comparison with the high
performance demonstrated on Tail. AIDA and
WAT appear to be more sensitive to the local con-
text, which allows them to achieve better results on
the overshadowed entities in comparison to both
GENRE and REL. Moreover, AIDA, which outper-
forms all other systems on the Shadow subset, turns
out to be the least affected by the overshadowing
phenomena. These results indicate that the main
reason behind the poor ED performance on over-
shadowed entities is due to systems overrelying on
the prior bias and failing to incorporate contextual
information.

Lastly, we also look at the confidence scores for
each of the subsets to check if they can be used as
an additional indicator (see Figure 5). Interestingly,
the systems have very different distributions of their
confidence scores. For example, WAT has lower
confidence when given neutral samples, which can
be used to detect context ambiguity and filter out
such samples. However, this approach can not be
used for REL’s and GENRE’s predictions6.

6GENRE’s confidence scores were rescaled before the
comparison.

5 Related Work

Datasets for ED evaluation. Evaluation of ED
performance was on the research radar for several
years, and many benchmark datasets were proposed
to date (Hachey et al., 2013; Röder et al., 2018;
Ehrmann et al., 2020). Among the most popu-
lar ones are AIDA-CONLL (Hoffart et al., 2011),
which consists of 1.4K annotated news articles with
27.8 entity mentions; AQUAINT dataset (Milne
and Witten, 2008) with 50 news articles and 727
mentions; MSNBC (Cucerzan, 2007) with 20 news
articles and 656 mentions. However, the standard
benchmarks used for ED evaluation do not reflect
the challenges that are often encountered in prac-
tice, such as limited context, long-tail, emerging
and complex entities (Meng et al., 2021).

Guo and Barbosa (2018) construct two datasets
by sampling hard ED examples from Wikipedia and
ClueWeb corpora on which a simple baseline using
priors does not succeed. Their experiments show
that this prior-based baseline achieves a high per-
formance, which also indicates the need for more
challenging evaluation datasets. ShadowLink aims
to close this gap. In this work, we focus specifically
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(a) REL (b) GENRE (c) WAT

Figure 5: Distribution of confidence scores on all subsets of ShadowLink.

Aspect ShadowLink WikiDisamb30 KORE50

Source Web Wikipedia Manual
Long-tail entities -
# Mentions 15K 1.4M 148

Table 5: ShadowLink in comparison with other datasets that specifically focus on the entity disambiguation task.

on the long-tail entities since the existing bench-
marks are known to be biased towards the head of
the distribution, i.e., the popular entities (Ilievski
et al., 2018; Guo and Barbosa, 2018).

Similarly to ShadowLink, WikiDisamb30 (Fer-
ragina and Scaiella, 2012) contains short text snip-
pets annotated with Wikipedia entities designed for
ED evaluation. In contrast to WikiDisamb30, the
text snippets in ShadowLink were extracted from
web pages outside of Wikipedia to avoid the ef-
fects of overfitting since Wikipedia is often used for
training language models. Moreover, ShadowLink
examples were collected using Wikipedia disam-
biguation pages as entity spaces while WikiDis-
amb30 represents a random sample from Wikipedia
that does not allow to examine the effect of over-
shadowing.

The idea of entity spaces was previously intro-
duced by van Erp and Groth (2020), who showed
that predicting entity spaces largely improves re-
call. Their results also hint on the conclusion that
disambiguation within entity spaces constitutes a
bottleneck in the ED performance. We take this
idea further by designing a dataset centered around
entity spaces to evaluate ED performance within
entity spaces directly. This dataset allows us to
measure the gap the state-of-the-art ED systems
still have on this task.

KORE50 (Hoffart et al., 2012) was created to

evaluate the impact of low commonness and high
ambiguity on the ED performance but it contains
only 50 hand-crafted sentences with 148 entity
mentions including ambiguous mentions and long-
tail entities. ShadowLink continues this line of
work, providing a considerably larger number of
samples that can be used for training and evaluation
of ED approaches. We also introduce a subset of
neutral samples designed to uncover the model pri-
ors. Table 5 summarizes how ShadowLink differs
from the previously introduced datasets for entity
disambiguation.

Robustness evaluation. Our approach to ED
evaluation taps into the fast-growing area of re-
search aimed at assessing model robustness es-
pecially relevant for data-driven machine learn-
ing techniques. One of the first studies on this
topic (Sturm, 2014) argued that the state-of-the
art music information retrieval systems show very
good performance on the standard benchmarks
without the real understanding of the task at hand
since their predictions relied solely on the con-
founds present in the ground truth. Sturm (2014)
also coined the term for this phenomena: the
"Clever Hans" effect, named after the infamous
horse that appeared to solve arithmetic problems
while only following unintentional body language
cues given by the trainer. More recently, La-
puschkin et al. (2019) showed that the same effect
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is demonstrated by other state-of-the-art machine
learning models, and the standard performance
evaluation metrics fail to detect it. Kauffmann et al.
(2020) further explored this phenomenon, showing
that it also affects the reliability of unsupervised
models in the field of anomaly detection. There-
fore, not surprisingly we also observed this effect
in the ED task: Guo and Barbosa (2018) used a
rudimentary system that merely learned the prior
distribution of entities to disambiguate them, and
demonstrated that it performs on par with state-
of-the-art approaches. These findings specifically
calls for new datasets that allow for a more robust
evaluation and deeper analysis of the model perfor-
mance, similar to the one demonstrated here with
ShadowLink. We hope that this paper might inspire
similar datasets in other fields, where the priors
from large public datasets may also overshadow
the local context.

6 Conclusion

We introduced ShadowLink, a new benchmark
dataset for evaluating entity disambiguation perfor-
mance, and used it for an extensive analysis of the
state-of-the-art systems’ results. Our experimental
results indicate that all systems under evaluation
are prone to rely on their priors, which explains
their higher performance on more common enti-
ties, and much lower performance on the lexically
similar overshadowed entities. Our work thereby
shows that the ED task is still far from solved for
overshadowed entities, and ShadowLink paves the
way for further research in this direction.

The shortcomings of existing disambiguation
approaches uncovered by the ShadowLink dataset
stimulate further research towards developing more
robust ED algorithms that are better at exploiting
context without overrelying on the prior bias. We
would also like to explore ways to account for more
context around the entity mentions, and when ex-
panding the context is actually needed.
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